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Abstract: In this paper, the DETF with silt structure on the beam is designed and manufactured.
The natural frequency of the DETF beam with silts is measured by loading different axial tensile
displacement on the DETF beam. The force-frequency characteristics between the axial force and
the natural frequency of the DETF beam with silts is obtained and compared with the theoretical
results. The experimental results are in good agreement with the theoretical results.
1. Introduction
Resonant sensor has many advantages, such as high resolution, high stability, digital output and
so on, and it has been widely used[1-4]. As the main component of the resonant sensor, the
resonator determines the performance of the sensor. The existing resonator mainly include resonant
beam, resonant cylinder, resonant diaphragm and so on[5-11], and the DETF (Double ended fixed
tuning fork) structure is easy to process and is often used[10-11]. For these resonators,
piezoresistive effect is often used to sensitize the local stress on the resonator to measure the
vibration signal of the resonator[12-14]. Increasing the local stress of the resonator can increase the
amplitude of the vibration signal, and increase the amplitude of the sensor output signal without
introducing noise[15-18]. This is more meaningful for the resonant sensor with small structure size
and weak output signal.
Based on the stress concentration effect of the silt structure, the silts can realize the stress
amplification in the local region of resonant beam[19], so that the amplitude of the output resonant
signal can be increased without increasing the excitation signal power. This method can improve the
amplitude detection sensitivity of the resonator and the signal-to-noise ratio of the output signal[20].
However, due to the introduction of silt structure, the natural frequency of resonator is changed, and
variation of natural frequency of resonator with axial force change is also affected.
In this paper, the silt structure on the DEFT beam is designed and manufactured. The natural
frequency of the resonant beam is measured by loading different axial forces on the DETF beam.
The relationship between the axial force and the natural frequency of the DETF beam is obtained
and compared with the theoretical results.
2. Vibration characteristic equation of DETF beam with silts
The DETF resonator mainly consists of two identical resonant beams, as shown in Fig.1(a).
When the DETF resonator is working, axial force along both beams of DETF caused by measured
quantity changes the nature frequency of the DETF beams. Two beams of DETF resonator are
vibrating with same frequency and opposite phase in the XY plane, and the stress and moment
produced by each beam are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction in the combined place,
when it working at the inverse vibration mode as shown in Fig.1(b). The natural frequency depends
only on the geometric parameters of DETF resonator and the axial force along both beam caused by
the measured quantity.
Copyright © (2018) Francis Academic Press, UK
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Fig. 1 (a) DETF resonators with boundary structures, (b) working mode shapes of DETF resonator
When the DETF resonator is working, the displacement of the fixed end is very small (almost
zero). So the two beam of the DETF resonator can be regarded as independent double clamped
resonant beam. According to the Euler-Bernoulli beam model, the differential equations of motion
for the transverse bending vibration of beam is
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Where, w ( x, t ) is lateral displacement of a DETF beam, x is the distance along the DETF beam
from a clamped end, and t is time. B is width of the DETF beam, and H is thickness of the DETF
beam. ρ is material density, and E is Young’s modulus of the DETF material. I is the second moment
of DETF beam cross section. F is the axial force along both beam of DETF caused by measured
quantity， P ( x) is excitation force taking the DETF beam into vibration state.
Boundary conditions of this clamped-clamped DETF beam are
∂w
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= = 0
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Where, L is length of the DETF beam.
Since the natural frequency is the inherent property of the DETF beam, it only depends on the
equivalent stiffness and equivalent mass of the DETF beam. So the natural frequency is
1
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Classical mode function given by Bishop and Jobnson[21] is used as the first order linear
undamped mode function of the DETF beam W ( x) . When the DETF beam has two silt structures,
the cross-sectional area of the beam changes. The structure sketch of the silt-beam is given as Fig.
2.
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Fig.2 Schematic of the slit-beam of the DETF
Shi et al. (2013) using step function u ( x) to describe the width B( x) of the DETF beam with
slits in the axial direction along x, and established a model of the slit-beam in line with
Euler-Bernoulli beam modeling when consider the external forces and moments.
The natural frequency is only determined by the ratio of the equivalent stiffness and equivalent
mass of the system itself. The cross-sectional area of the DETF beam is changing along axial
direction due to the slits, which cause the equivalent stiffness and equivalent mass of the DETF
beam to change. The proration method[20, 22, 23] is used to calculate the natural frequency of
slit-beam of the DETF, and the natural frequency of the DETF beam with slits are
1
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Based on the above equations, the results of theoretical calculation can be given by calculation in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. A group of parameters are used: L=40mm, B=5mm, H=0.3mm,
gap=9.4mm, fsl=5mm, sl=8mm , and the Young’s modulus of the DETF material E = 206 GPa , the
material density of DETF ρ =7650 Kg m −3 .
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Fig.3 Theoretical calculation of the force-frequency characteristics when L s =0mm, B s =0mm,
D s =0mm.
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Fig.4 Theoretical calculation of the force-frequency characteristics when L s =1.2mm, B s =1.2mm,
D s =2mm.
It can be found from Fig.3 that when the silt length, silt width and the distance of silt from the
clamped end are zero, the natural frequencies of the DETF beam calculated respectively by Eq.(3)
and Eq.(4) are same. When there is a silt structure on the beam, the difference of the natural
frequencies between silt beam and no-silt beam increases with the increase of the axial force of the
DETF beam. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the silt structure changes the changing trend of the
resonant beam with the change of the axial force, and makes the natural frequency of the DETF
beam become larger.
3. Experiment and analysis
In order to validate the above theoretical calculation model, the DEFT beam with silts is
processed. Manganese steel is used for machining the DEFT beam. The sizes of the silt-beam is
L=40mm, B=5mm, H=0.3mm, L s =1.2mm, B s =1.2mm, D s =2mm. In order to measure the natural
frequency of the DEFT beam with silts and the natural frequencies of the DEFT beam with silts
under different axial loads, the experimental platform fixing the DEFT beam is processed and the
axial force is loaded in the form of displacement. The photos of the DEFT beam with silts and the
experimental platform are shown in Fig. 5. On the experimental platform, axial force of the DEFT
beam are loaded in the form of displacement. Measuring rod of screw micrometer is used to
realizing axial tensile displacement, and tensile displacement can be accurate to 10 microns. The
natural frequencies of DEFT beam with silts are measured by laser vibrometer after tapping the
structure of DEFT beam to make it in free vibration state.
Measuring rod of
screw micrometer
DETF beam with silts

Vibration
Isolation
platform
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Fig.5 Photos of the DEFT beam with silts and the experimental platform.
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Comparison of the calculated results of theoretical model with the results of experiment are
given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. It can be seen that in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the trend of
theoretical calculation is consistent well with that of experimental results. However, there are some
differences between the theoretical results and the experimental results both when there is silts and
there is not silts. The difference may be caused by the insufficient boundary conditions and
machining accuracy.
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Fig.6 Comparison of the theoretical results with the experiment results of the force-frequency
characteristics when L s =0mm, B s =0mm, D s =0mm.
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Fig.7 Comparison of the theoretical results with the experiment results of the force-frequency
characteristics when L s =1.2mm, B s =1.2mm, D s =2mm.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, the DETF with silt structure on the beam is designed and manufactured. The
natural frequency of the DETF beam with silts is measured by loading different axial tensile
displacement on the DETF beam. The force-frequency characteristics between the axial force and
the natural frequency of the DETF beam with silts is obtained by experiment and compared with the
theoretical results. By comparison, it can be found that the experimental results are in good
agreement with the theoretical results.
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